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The International Education Awareness Week IEAW hosted by the
Department of PR and International Relations of the KIET Group Of
Institutions provides a platform where students are introduced to the
vast career-building opportunities that lie abroad.

The event covers a plethora of topics where students are educated on
topics like Higher Studies in International Universities, the Importance
of Foreign Languages, International Internships and answer the most
asked question: why should we go Global?

The event invites renowned experts working in this domain who visit
the college and hold interactive sessions with students who are keen
to learn about overseas opportunities. The event also features an
Education Fair wherein delegates from numerous foreign universities
visit the KIET campus in person and provide one-to-one counselling to
the students who wish to join those universities for higher studies or
internships.

Students from our college and various schools in Delhi-NCR attend this
grand educational extravaganza so that they can put efforts towards
an entirely new perspective of education to become capable global
citizens.
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INTRODUCTION



The primary purpose of International Education Awareness Week? Simple.
Building awareness of the indispensable role that international education plays
in fostering a more inclusive and understanding global community. In the
current era of global interconnectivity, understanding the role of international
education is more crucial than ever. It has transformed from an add-on benefit
to a necessary area of human proficiency that can foster worldwide peace and
mutual understanding among diverse cultures.

GLOBALISATION
As part of International Education Awareness Week, various programs
encourage the exchange of cultural experiences. These programs enable the
holistic understanding of different perspectives, fostering harmony and unity
across cultures.
Isn't this a classic example of how globalisation impacts education? The
blending of cultures, adoption of diverse learning ways, and fostering of
universal principles.

INTERNATIONALIZATION
IEAW is a global observance that spotlights the significance and benefits of
international education - both in the classrooms and beyond. This event aims
to encourage multicultural understanding, promote educational exchanges,
and improve global skills.
It's because international education forms the foundation of understanding,
empathy, and collaboration among diverse cultures and nations. It helps
cultivate a global mindset in students, which is pivotal in today's
interconnected world.

NEP
India’s National Education Policy is a comprehensive framework that primarily
aims at making education more student and community-centric, and less
content and curriculum-centric. It was most recently updated in 2020, marking
significant strides towards a more holistic and flexible system that seeks to
transform India's education landscape.
International exposure of such nature can help India's policy-makers
understand its features minutely and make room for improvements in their
current policy thereby driving a more empathetic and effective approach
towards educational reforms.
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International Education Awareness Week 2023 celebrated the global pursuit of
knowledge and learning, offering attendees a unique chance to access
invaluable information about universities and educational programs from
around the world. The education fair held during this event provided a wealth of
resources and insights, allowing visitors to explore their academic and career
aspirations in unprecedented ways.At the heart of the International Education
Awareness Week 2023 was the education fair, which served as a treasure trove
of information for prospective students. Universities and colleges from diverse
corners of the world converged to provide detailed information about their
programs, faculty, research opportunities, and campus life. From
undergraduate to postgraduate studies, attendees could discover a wide
spectrum of academic offerings.

International Education Awareness Week 2023 not only celebrated the global
pursuit of knowledge but also provided a unique platform for attendees to forge
valuable connections with educators and peers from around the world.One of
the highlights of the education fair was the opportunity to engage with
educators and representatives from a diverse range of universities and
institutions. These professionals were not just present to promote their
programs but to engage in meaningful conversations with prospective
students. Attendees could ask questions, seek advice, and gain insights into
various academic disciplines and study options.In addition to educators,
International Education Awareness Week 2023 also brought together a diverse
group of attendees from all corners of the world. These fellow students were not
only potential future classmates but also lifelong connections. The fair offered
a space for attendees to connect with peers who shared similar interests and
ambitions, fostering a sense of belonging in the global educational community.

Enriching cultural exposure and global perspective. 
This event will bring the fusion of different cultures , making the premises full of
ethnicity from different regions of the world bringing their opportunities with
them .
Interaction on one to one basis with global leaders will enhance your thinking
level and will enlighten you to think and make bigger goals , and will infuse the
desire to achieve them
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LET’S GO GLOBAL
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IEAW-2023 

 

Knowledge knows no boundaries: Join IEAW 2023! 

 

International Education Awareness Week 2023 will be held from October 3rd to October 

6th, 2023. This exciting event consists of various sessions that will provide you with 

insights into Foreign Education, International Internships, and global scholarships. These 

sessions will feature many renowned dignitaries. 

 

We are honored to have Her Excellency Mukangira Jacqueline, the High Commissioner 

of Rwanda, as the Chief Guest for the IEAW 2023 inauguration on October 3rd, 2023. 

The entire event promises to be an enthralling exploration of globalization and cultural 

integration. 

 

The vision, heart, and core of this event is to prepare our students for global 

competitiveness and to raise awareness about the vast opportunities available abroad. 

"Together We Learn, Together We Grow: IEAW 2023" 

 

 


